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In a dazzling display of creativity, the eagerly awaited opening ceremony of
Jodhamal Youth Conclave 2023 set the stage for an extraordinary journey
ahead. The air was charged with excitement as attendees gathered to
witness the inaugration of this remarkable event. Ms. Meenakshi Kilam,
Registrar of the Jammu University graced the occasion with her expertise
and presence. 

Following the display of vibrant colors and captivating visuals, the
introductory sessions commenced. The distinguished Executive Board
took to the briefing of the delegates, welcoming them with warm words
and information about the Rules of Procedures. The air buzzed with a
palpable sense of camaraderie as participants from diverse backgrounds
came together to share their visions and aspirations.

The introductory sessions delved into the heart of the endeavor, outlining
the goals, values, and the collaborative spirit that will be witnessed over the
course of three days. 
As the day drew to a close, the atmosphere was charged with
determination and a sense of purpose. The stage was set, and the journey
had begun—one that promises to be filled with learning, growth, and
countless moments of inspiration.

Stay tuned for more updates and in-depth coverage of the enlightening
sessions in the upcoming editions of our newsletter. Your adventure with
us has just begun!
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 JODHAMAL  HEADQUARTERSGossip GuyMirror mirror on the wall, who spreads the gossip amongst us all, of course it’s me,
your one and only, et cetera, amen. Well, I’d ask you how did you like JYC, but
honestly I don’t care. Yet, what you should care about is what I think. It was the OG
gossip girl who once said, “you are no one until you’re talked about”, so let’s shoot
my shot. For entrée, there’s the on going turmoil, rivalry concealed by stiff hugs
and awkward smiles, and then run a committee on world peace ? hide it till you
can, Noble N, jealously is an ugly face on you. And your committee counterpart,
well he is not even half as iconic to be mentioned by me, sorry A-viral, I tend to be
too mean. Ice might help. And Taking about offence, not one day in and King A,
offended half the people in his committee, I guess it is true what they say: if you
wanna be sad, might as well be sad in AIPPM. Yet it’s not all hate, I heard that
certain shade of black is singing to the tales of hers truly’s smile, so cute, but save
yourselves from the eyes of prey. Love is in the air, it makes me wanna live in a
vacuum, so only hate here, it spreads faster. And the price of this ruling class, yes,
AD you, spreading gossip, am I dead or is your downfall in making, story it.
Revenge coach, well, you google “revenge” and you get to mokshsharma.com
(http://mokshsharma.com), he takes what is his and then takes some more.
Akaisha, ruining a bond is one thing, but ruining a selfie ? Unforgivable. Little ‘G”,
you have had a sneaky game ? Well not all is hidden  well with Prada, try Gucci next
time, it serves me better. Poor S, tough crowd to impress, well I would have said
relatable; but I never fail to dazzle. Work hard ! Rumour has it, there’s a power play
in making, guess monopoly was just too silly, right chairs, or were you just
dominated by your co-chairs ? I told you these snakes will bite you at your worst,
which in you case in all-the- time. Well shouldn’t the press be doing the reporting
or they are already under the spell of your co-chair, she didn’t lie about her
profession there ? Only time will tell. I usually don’t take sides but, facts are facts.
An advice, when you wake up, sit up and say a little prayer, cause my breakfast is
not gonna be you finest hour. For you start targeting me? It’s a proven fact that
you can’t catch anonymous, i’m untouchable. Try me ? And you will fail again. 
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UNITED NATIONS
SECURITY COUNCIL

The central focus of UNSC is centered on the articulation of

NATO's role, particularly concerning the ongoing Russian-Ukrainian

conflict. Under the adept leadership of the Committee Directors

Aviral Kapoor and Navaj Anand, the Crisis Director Suvan Gupta and

the Rapporteur Amaay Gupta, the delegates will be set to explore

NATO's response mechanisms and assess the alliance's ability to

maintain regional stability. 

During the ice breaking session, the executive board elucidated

the rules of procedure, providing clarity to delegates. Stressing

the importance of effective negotiation, delegates were encouraged

to engage in strategic lobbying and form alliances. These

collaborative efforts were highlighted as crucial for fostering

constructive debates and consensus-driven resolutions. In the

upcoming days, the committee aims to foster insightful strategies

on this pressing international issue.
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On the first day, an Ice Breaking session of UNHRC was chaired by

Aditya Kumar, with the Co-Chairperson Anmol Kotwal, the Vice

Chairperson Samiah Sami and the Rapporteur Syna Sharma, where the

delegates gathered together to address the pressing issue of

transnational organized crime, with a spotlight on the South East

Asian crime syndicate's exploitation of human rights.  In the

upcoming days, the committee looks forward to voice concerns over

human trafficking, forced labor and strategies to dismantle the

syndicate's operation.

Along with the explanation for the ROPs, the Executive Board also

encouraged doubts regarding the committee proceedings. While

concluding the Ice Breaker session, the Executive Board embraced a

mindset of learning, joining alliances and in-depth agenda

discussions for the upcoming conference days.
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The primary objective of the UNW committee chaired by Prajna

Gupta, with the Co-Chairperson Soham Magazine, the Vice

Chairperson Guhika Sachdev and the Rapporteur Vitasta Zutshi, is

to deliberate the issue of gender based bias in corporate

environments, particularly the exploitation of women and the

necessity of implementing quotas. The focal point of discussion is

to combat discriminatory practices, unequal pay, and limited

upward mobility. 

The executive board looks forward to emphasizing collaborative

efforts, as both men and women need to collectively combat these

biases and distancing itself from the unproductive blame game. It

strives to foster open collaborative problem-solving and an

inclusive environment that cultivates actionable solutions for

lasting change. As the strategies unfold, an air of anticipation

still hangs. Stay alert delegates, and be prepared to navigate

uncharted waters.
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"An independent media is the watchdog of democracy, ensuring that

those in power are held accountable to the people they serve." 

- Ban Ki-moon 

Based on the fourth pillar of democracy, the AIPPM committee

chaired by Aarya Mahajan along with the Co-Chairperson Sachdeep

Singh, the Vice Chairperson Ryan Lamba and the Rapporteur Kushagar

Sambyal plans to deliberate on the Freedom of Press in India with

Emphasis on Media Trials. The discussions are to underscore the

complex landscape of media trials in India. While the country

upholds democratic values, the media's true freedom remains in

question due to inherent biases. It can be argued that

sensationalism and corporate influence often lead to skewed

narratives and compromising impartial reporting. 

During the Ice Breaking session, the Executive Board effectively

outlined the rules of procedure, to ensure a structured debate and

stressed the importance of forming alliances to foster

collaborative discussions. Delegates are encouraged to engage in

thoughtful deliberations, consider the delicate balance between

press freedom and ethical media trials and take a call to revive

the integrity of unbiased journalism.
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As we embark on this simulation of India's lower house of

Parliament, the Chairperson Moksh Sharma, the Co-chairperson Naman

Sharma, the Vice Chairperson Puneesh Manhas and the Rapporteur

Ahmed Ayaan facilitate the setting to deliberate on the intricate

dynamics of the centre-state relationship in India. The main aim

of the conference is to focus on the recommendations outlined in

the Punchhi Commission report along with the roles,

responsibilities, and power-sharing mechanisms between federal and

state governments. The discourse aspires to illuminate the path

towards harmonizing the centre-state equilibrium for a more

effective and collaborative governance model.

The Executive Board commenced the Ice Breaking session with a

succinct explanation of the Rules of Procedure, emphasizing

decorum and structured discourse. Further, the conference's aim to

delve into the Punchhi Commission report through forming alliances

was also outlined. With eager anticipation, the Executive Board

looks forward to a dynamic and engaging Lok Sabha conference; one

spiced exactly like the Indian Magic Masala.
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In the International Press Committee, where we delve into global

affairs and report them with accuracy and integrity, an Ice

Breaking session was chaired by Daania Butt, along with the Co-

Chairperson Aadya Sambyal, the Vice Chairperson Sanvi Arora and

the Rapporteur Adhvik Mahajan. The committee addressed the

intricate balance between digital media ethics, online safety, and

the preservation of free speech. 

In their opening remarks, the Executive Board highlighted the

importance of respectful discourse and adherence to the Rules of

Procedure to ensure productive deliberations. They underscored the

significance of fostering collaborative solutions that strike a

balance between digital ethics, safety, and fundamental freedoms,

hoping for an outcome that reflects the complexity of the issue at

hand.  Moreover, the majority of the committee consisted of

delegates who were new to the concept of IPC and its agenda, so

witnessing the convergence of reporting and deliberation paradigms

was a refreshing experience for them.

While the Online Safety Bill presents valid concerns, safeguarding

expression is crucial. The committee strives to look for a

solution that upholds both ethical standards and fundamental

rights which still remain a paramount challenge.
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SLAM BOOKChairpersons

Maveri ck 
C H A I R P E R S O N - A I P P M /

S E C - G E N

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
Always happy

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
1 only and that also I will
deactivate after JYC

BEST PART OF JodhamalYC
The Secretory General

PROFESSION
Making people understand
the value and importance
of life

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
Guilty of being too handsome

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
Maverick from Top Gun

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you,

the truth” 

C H A I R P E R S O N - L O K S A B H A
/ W E B  D E S I G N E R

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you the

perplexing frissions of the human encephalon ” 

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
spending time with Hassan
Raheem in a quiet corner 

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
none cuz the only time we speak is
in my dreams

BEST PART OF JodhamalYC
it ends in 3 days

PROFESSION
shutting people up

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
convoluting straight answers in
an attempt to purport falsafay 

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
tyler durden

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
Ecstasiarous

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
can't disclose cia wanted
facts 

BEST PART OF JodhamalYC
BTS bloopers

PROFESSION
बेरोजगार 

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
compassionate conscience

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
Striving

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you 

THE secret”

"TOXIC TRAIT ?I don’t believe in toxicity"

MY TOXIC TRAIT, disruptive...

TOXIC TRAIT, I let people speak 
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SLAM BOOKChairpersons

Parle-G
C H A I R P E R S O N - U N W

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
hyperactive 

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
you have to stalk me to find
that

BEST PART OF JodhamalYC
no uniform

PROFESSION
GIRLBOSS

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
spends all her money on books
/ pushes doors that say pull

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
vanshika gupta

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you 

I am thinking about you” 

HOT CHOCOLATE
C H A I R P E R S O N - U N H R C /

D I R E C T O R  G E N E R A L

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you 

I will tell you my 5 step plan to become a Backstreet Boy” 

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
Pinky hai Paise waalon ki

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
Cannot disclose, certified stalker
alert

BEST PART OF JodhamalYC
The dpy. Sec-Gen, Chair-UNHRC,
dpy. Head Boy, the darkest in the
room

PROFESSION
USG cotton farming

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
Shower Swiftie

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
Phil Dunphy

Jolly LLB
C H A I R P E R S O N - I P C

SOCIALS MOODBOARD
fluctuating 

NO OF INSTA ACCOUNTS
not into the pvt shit so one

BEST PART OF JodhamalYC
You all<3

PROFESSION
Sacha vakeel

HIGHEST CHARGE OF GUILTY 
couldn't leak a single
examsheet while my mom being
the coordinator here 

SPIRIT CHARACTER 
the mighty wolf

 

“You ask me what I’m thinking about, I’ll tell you that  

my shopping cart”

"TOXIC TRAIT ? Taurus

MY TOXIC TRAIT, BEING A VAKEEL

 

TOXIC TRAIT, Being in denial about my toxic trait " 
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Our secret sources suggest that an electrifying event is lurking on
the horizon – one that'll have you grooving till the break of dawn. 
 Rumor has it that the stage is going to be set on fire by none other
than our own Rock Band, who are gearing up to take the stage by
storm. With Samridh Sharma and Zunaira belting out those spine-
tingling vocals along with Aarush playing the drums like there's no
tomorrow and making those sticks dance like they're on a mission,
it's a guaranteed eardrum feast.

And that's not all! Whispers in the wind suggest surprise dance-offs
that might just feature some brave souls from the audience. So,
start practicing those moves and have your cheers ready because
this event promises to be a rollercoaster of sound and movement.
Get ready to witness an eve that'll be talked about all around the
MUN circuits!
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MOOD STAATIONCOMMITTEE

UNITED NATIONS HUMAN
RIGHTS COUNCIL
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UNITED NATIONS 
SECURITY COUNCIL

ALL INDIA POLITICAL PARTY
MEET
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Navaj
Aanand

Adhvik
Mahajan

JYC'23

Editorial Board

E D I T O R - I N - C H I E F
C H I E F  E X C U T I V E  E D I T O R

Aadya
Sambyal

C H I E F  C R E A T I V E  D I R E C T O R

Saamya
C O N T E N T  W R I T E R
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